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We consider the problem of identifying a relaxation kernel for a first-order
linear abstract integrodifferential equation. Such a problem is related to the theory
of stratified materials with memory in cylindrical domains V s V = V , V and1 2 1
V being, respectively, an interval in R and a smooth enough domain in Rn. The2
relaxation kernel, in this case, depends on time and one spatial variable. The
proofs of the main results will appear in a subsequent paper. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we deal with identification problems related to open
bounded sets of cylindrical type V s V = V where V and V denote,1 2 1 2
respectively, an open interval in R and open bounded set in Rn. Explicitly,
we consider the following identification problem: find two functions u:
w x w x0, T = V ª R and h: 0, T = V ª R satisfying the equations1
D u t , x , y s B x , D u t , x , y q B y , D u t , x , y .  .  .  . .t 1 x 2 y
t
q h t y s, x B x , D u s, x , y .  .  .H 1 x
0
qB y , D u s, x , y ds q f t , x , y .  . .2 y
w xt , x , y g 0, T = V = V 1.1 .  .1 2
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u 0, x , y s u x , y , x , y g V = V 1.2 .  .  .  .0 1 2
w xu t , x , y s 0, t g 0, T , x , y g ­ V = V j V = ­ V .  .  .  .1 2 1 2
1.3 .
w xf y u t , x , y dy s g t , x , t , x g 0, T = V , 1.4 .  .  .  .  .H 1
V2
w x w xwhere f : 0, T = V ª R, u : V ª R, g : 0, T = V ª R, and f : V ª R0 1 2
are prescribed functions. Moreover, the linear differential operators
 .  .B x, D and B y, D are uniformly elliptic and act on different ¨ari-1 x 2 y
ables. They are explicitly defined by
2
1. hB x , D s a x D 1.5 .  .  .1 x 2yh x
hs0
n n
2. 2. 2.B y , D s a y D D q a y D q a y . 1.6 .  .  .  . .  2 y h , k y y h yh k h
h , ks1 hs1
 .  .We assume B x, D and B y, D to be uniformly elliptic in V and1 x 2 y 1
 .  .V , respectively. Along with the specific identification problem 1.1 ] 1.42
 .we will consider the following more general abstract version related to a
w x w xBanach space X : find a function u: 0, T ª X and an operator H: 0, T ª
 .L X satisfying the equations
t
u9 t s B q B u t q H t y s B q B u s ds q f t , .  .  .  .  .  .  .H1 2 1 2
0
w xt g 0, T 1.7 .
u 0 s u 1.8 .  .0
w xF u t s G t , t g 0, T . 1.9 .  .  . .
w xWe assume that f : 0, T ª X is a known function and u g X is a given0
 .  .element, while B : D B ; X ª X and B : D B ; X ª X are closed1 1 2 2
 .  .linear operators with different domains D B and D B . Finally, F is a1 2
  .. w x  .known linear bounded operator in L X ; L X and G: 0, T ª L X is
a given operator-valued function.
We note that the case when the operator h depends on time only was
w x w xstudied in 6, 4, 7, 1, 10 . Moreover, in Remark 3.1 in 1 the author states
that Theorems 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3 of that paper ``can be easily extended to an
w xoperator-function h: 0, T ª L, where L is a Banach space imbedded in
 . 5 5 5 5L X '' satisfying `` h F c h .''L  X . L
w xFirst we observe that the problem studied in 1 is obtained from
 .  .1.7 ] 1.9 replacing the operator B q B in the convolution term by an1 2
operator B and the analogous term outside the integral by an operator A.
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 . w xThen we point out that in formula 3.7 in 1 the author makes implicit
use of the basic hypothesis that h and A should commute. This is true for
 .  . w xproblem 1.20 , 1.21 in 1 , but it may fail, in general, when both h and A
w xdepend on spatial variables, in contrast to Remark 3.1 in 1 . Indeed, just
the dependence of h on x forces us to choose A s B of the specific form
B q B and to assume that the domain V, related to our integrodifferen-1 2
 .tial equation 1.1 , should be a cylinder of the form V = V .1 2
 .  .Our approach to problem 1.7 ] 1.9 is the following: we transform it
into an equivalent system consisting of two nonlinear integral equations.
Then we study the direct problem and prove two theorems, the first
dealing with existence-uniqueness in the large, the latter with continuous
dependence on the data.
Finally, on the base of such results, we show an existence-uniqueness
theorem in the little for our both abstract and specific identification
problems.
The plan of the present paper is the following: Section 2 collects several
results concerning the abstract differential equation related to the linear
operator B q B under suitable assumptions ensuring the commutativity1 2
of their resolvents. Section 3 is devoted to a detailed analysis of the
 .convolution operator H, u ª H)u in the framework of fractional
s , p . .   .  ..Sobolev spaces W 0, T ; X s g 0, 1 , p g 1, q` and of the well
posedness of the operator equation H q K q H) K s 0, when the datum
s , p .  ..H and the unknown K belong to W 0, T ; L X . In Section 4 we
briefly state our abstract results concerning the well-posedness of identifi-
 .  .cation problem 1.7 ] 1.9 in suitable Banach spaces. Finally, Section 5 is
 .  .devoted to transforming problem 1.7 ] 1.9 into an equivalent system of
Volterra type equations.
In the second part of this paper, to appear in this journal, we will prove
our main abstract results and will apply them to our specific problem
 .  .1.1 ] 1.4 .
 .  .We conclude this section by observing that problem 1.1 ] 1.4 is a
preliminary approach to the more complex, but physically more interest-
ing, case, where the coefficients of the differential operators B depend2
on x instead of y. Unfortunately, in that case the resolvents of B and B1 2
 .endowed with Dirichlet boundary conditions do not commute.
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS RELATED
 .  .TO PROBLEM 1.7 , 1.8 WITH H s 0
For any fixed pair of complex Banach spaces X and X we denote by1 2
 .L X ; X the space of all bounded linear operators endowed with the1 2
 .  .uniform norm. We also set L X ; X s L X .1 1 1
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 .We now endow with the graph norms the domains D B ; X of thej
 .  .linear closed operators B j s 1, 2 . Further, we assume that B : D Bj j j
 . w x  .ª X j s 1, 2 are sectorial operators 5 with resolvent sets r B , respec-j
 .  .tively, related to six constants v g R, u g pr2, p , M ) 0 j s 1, 2j j j
such that
 .  .  <  . < 4H1 r B > S s l g C; l / v , arg l y v - u ;j u , v j j j j j jj j
 . 5 .y1 5 < <y1H2 l I y B F M l y v ;l g S .L  X .j j j j j j u , vj j
 .  .Remark 2.1. According to assumptions H1 and H2 each operator Bj
 .j s 1, 2 is the generator of an analytic semigroup, strongly continuous up
 tBj4to t s 0, of linear bounded operators e . Moreover, operators Bt G 0 j
 .j s 1, 2 satisfy the following well-known estimates implied by assumption
 .H2 :
5 k tBj 5 yk tv jq« .B e F c « , v , u M t e .L  X .j j , k j j j 2.1 .
; t , « g 0, q` , j s 1, 2, k s 0, 1, 2. .
THEOREM 2.1. Let m , m g C be a pair such that1 2
D m I y B m I y B s D m I y B m I y B [ D. 2.2 .  .  .  .  . .  .1 1 2 2 2 2 1 1
Assume further that l , l g C is a pair satisfying1 2
D m I y B l I y B ; D , D m I y B l I y B ; D. .  .  .  . .  .2 2 1 1 1 1 2 2
2.3 .
Then
D l I y B l I y B s D l I y B l I y B s D. 2.4 .  .  .  .  . .  .1 1 2 2 2 2 1 1
 .  .  .  .Proof. Let x g D. Then x g D B l D B and m y B x g D B1 2 1 1 2
 .  .  .imply l x y B x s l y m x q m y B x g D B : hence x g1 1 1 1 1 1 2
 . ..D m I y B l I y B . As a consequence we can write the equality sign2 2 1 1
 .in the first relationship in 2.3 . A similar result holds for the latter
 .relationship in 2.3 . Then we obtain
D l I y B l I y B s D m I y B l I y B s D .  .  .  . .  .2 2 1 1 2 2 1 1
s D m I y B l I y B .  . .1 1 2 2
s D l I y B l I y B . 2.5 .  .  . .1 1 2 2
 .  .THEOREM 2.2. Let 2.2 , 2.3 , and
m I y B m I y B x s m I y B m I y B x , x g D 2.6 .  .  .  .  .1 1 2 2 2 2 1 1
hold. Then
l I y B l I y B x s l I y B l I y B x , x g D. 2.7 .  .  .  .  .1 1 2 2 2 2 1 1
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 .  .Proof. Equation 2.7 is implied from 2.6 and the following equations,
where x g D:
l I y B l I y B x y l I y B l I y B x .  .  .  .1 1 2 2 2 2 1 1
s l y m I q m I y B .1 1 1 1
= l y m I q m I y B x y l y m I q m I y B .  .2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
= l y m I q m I y B x s 0. 2.8 .  .1 1 1 1
 .  .THEOREM 2.3. If l , l g r B = r B and1 2 1 2
D l I y B l I y B s D l I y B l I y B s D 2.9 .  .  .  .  . .  .2 2 1 1 1 1 2 2
l I y B l I y B x s l I y B l I y B x , x g D 2.10 .  .  .  .  .2 2 1 1 1 1 2 2
then
y1 y1 y1 y1
l I y B l I y B s l I y B l I y B 2.11 .  .  .  .  .1 1 2 2 2 2 1 1
y1 y1B l I y B x s l I y B B x , x g D B 2.12 .  .  .  .1 2 2 2 2 1 1
y1 y1B l I y B x s l I y B B x , x g D B . 2.13 .  .  .  .2 1 1 1 1 2 2
 .Proof. We limit ourselves to proving 2.12 . For this purpose we con-
 .y1 .y1sider the vector x s l I y B l I y B j belonging to D for any1 1 2 2
 .j g X. Replacing such an x in 2.10 , we get
y1 y1
l I y B l I y B l I y B l I y B j s j , ;j g X . .  .  .  .1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2
2.14 .
 .y1 .y1  .Applying the operator l I y B l I y B to both sides in 2.142 2 1 1
 .  .  .we derive 2.11 . For any x g D B from 2.10 we deduce1
y1 y1 y1
l I y B x s l I y B l I y B l I y B x .  .  .  .2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1




l I y B l I y B x s l I y B l I y B x ; x g D B . .  .  .  .  .1 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 1
2.16 .
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 .Finally, 2.12 follows from
y1 y1
l l I y B x y B l I y B x .  .1 2 2 1 2 2
y1 y1s l l I y B x y l I y B B x . 2.17 .  .  .1 2 2 2 2 1
THEOREM 2.4. Let B and B be generators of the analytic semigroups1 2
 tB14  tB24  . 2e and e , respecti¨ ely. Let m , m g C be a pair satisfyingt G 0 t G 0 1 2
 .  .  .  .  .  .2.2 , 2.3 , 2.6 for any l , l g r B = r B . Then for any t ) 0 the1 2 1 2
following relationships hold:
x g D B « et B2 x g D B and B etB2 x s etB2 B x 2.18 .  .  .1 1 1 1
x g D B « et B1 x g D B and B etB1 x s etB1 B x 2.19 .  .  .2 2 2 2
etB1 etB2 s etB2 etB1 . 2.20 .
 .  .  .  . tB1 tB2Moreo¨er, let B [ B q B , D B s D B l D B , and T t [ e e .1 2 1 2
Then
T t q s s T t T s , t , s G 0 2.21 .  .  .  .
T t D B ; D B and T t Bx s BT t x , x g D B .  .  .  .  .  . .
2.22 .
y1 y1T t lI y B s lI y B T t ;l g r B when r B / B .  .  .  .  .  . .
2.23 .
T t is an analytic semigroup. 2.24 4 .  .tG0
 .  .Proof. According to Theorems 2.1]2.3, properties 2.11 ] 2.13 hold
 .  .  . tB2for any l , l g r B = r B . Using the representation of e by a1 2 1 2
 .  .Dunford integral, from 2.12 we derive the first of 2.18 . Likewise, we can
 .  .  .derive 2.19 . On the other hand, from 2.11 we get 2.20 , which, in turn,
 .implies 2.21 .
 .  .  .  . tB1  .From 2.18 with x g D B s D B l D B we deduce e x g D B1 2 1
tB1 tB1  . tB2 tB1 .and B e x s e B x. Then from the equation in 2.18 we get e e x1 1
 .g D B and1
B et B2 et B1 x s etB2 B etB1 x s etB2 etB1 B x . 2.25 .1 1 1
tB1 tB2 .  .Analogously we can prove that e e x g D B and2
B etB1 etB2 x s etB1 etB2 B x . 2.26 .2 2
 .  .  .We now observe that 2.22 easily follows from 2.18 ] 2.20 .
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 .Then from 2.22 we easily derive the following equation for any l g
 .r B and y g X :
y1 y1
lI y B T t lI y B y s T t lI y B lI y B y s T t y. .  .  .  .  .  .  .
2.27 .
 .y1  .Applying the operator lI y B to both sides in 2.27 we deduce
 .2.23 .
tBi  .Finally, since the operator-valued functions t ª e i s 1, 2 are ana-
tB tB2 1  .lytic, also the function t ª e e s T t is analytic.
 .THEOREM 2.5. Let r B / B and let the hypotheses listed in Theorem 2.4
 . tBbe satisfied. Then for any x g D B and t G 0 the function t ª e x is
differentiable and
D etB x s BetB x s etBBx. 2.28 .t
Moreo¨er, the following relationships hold for any y g X and t G 0,
t tsB sB tBe y ds g D B and B e y ds s e y y y. 2.29 .  .H H
0 0
 .  . tBProof. For any fixed t G 0 and x g D B from 2.22 we get j [ e x
 .g D B . Consequently, for any h ) 0 we have
1 1
 tqh.B t B h Be x y e x s e j y j .  .
h h
1 1
h B h B h B1 2 1s e e j y j q e j y j . 2.30 . .  .
h h
As h ª 0 q , we obtain
Dqe t B x s B j q B j s BetB x s etBBx. 2.31 .t 2 1
tB  .Since t ª e Bx is continuous, we derive 2.28 .
 .To show the latter assertion of our theorem we use 2.28 and consider
 .the following chain of equalities, which hold for any y g X and l g r B :
t t y1sB sBe y ds s e lI y B lI y B y ds .  .H H
0 0
t ty1 y1sB sBs l e lI y B y ds y e B lI y B y ds .  .H H
0 0
t ty1 y1sB sBs l e lI y B y ds y D e lI y B y ds .  .H H s
0 0
t y1 y1 y1sB tBs l e lI y B y ds y e lI y B y q lI y B y. .  .  .H
0
2.32 .
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 . t sB  .From the last side in 2.32 we deduce that H e y ds g D B for any0
t G 0 and
t tsB sB tBlI y B e y ds s l e y ds y e y q y. 2.33 .  .H H
0 0
 .This proves 2.29 .
 .  .THEOREM 2.6. Let B : D B ; X ª X and B : D B ; X ª X be1 1 2 2
 tB14  tB24generators of the analytic semigroups e and e such that:t G 0 t G 0
 .  . 2  .  .i there exists a pair m , m g C satisfying 2.2 and 2.6 ;1 2
 .  .  .  .  .ii any pair l , l g r B = r B satisfies 2.3 ;1 2 1 2
 .  .iii r B q B / B.1 2
 .  .  .  .Then the linear operator B: D B ; X ª X, where D B s D B l D B1 2
 tB4and B s B q B , is the generator of an analytic semigroup e such that1 2 t G 0
etB s etB1 etB2 for any t G 0.
 .  .Proof. First we observe that assumptions i ] iii imply properties
 .  .  .  .2.21 ] 2.23 , 2.28 , 2.29 . According to Theorem 2.4 we can define an
  .4analytic semigroup T t and denote by G its generator.t G 0
wIn order to show that G s B it suffices to prove, according to 2,
x  .  .Theorem 1.9 , the following properties: iv G is an extension of B; v B is
 .  .a linear closed operator; vi D B is invariant with respect to T t for any
 .  .t G 0; vii D B is dense in X.
 .  .  .For this purpose we note that iv follows from 2.28 with t s 0, v is
 .  .  .implied by iii , and iv is contained in 2.22 .
 . t sB  .Finally, from 2.29 we conclude that H e y ds g D B for any t ) 00
and y g X. This easily implies that ty1H t e sB y ds ª y in X as t ª 0 q .0
 .Requirement vii is thus proved.
Remark 2.2. The results of the previous Theorems 2.1]2.6 are all ¨alid
 .  .under the following slightly restrictive assumptions H3 ] H6 , which are
satisfied in our identification problem:
 .  .  .  . H3 there exists a pair m , m g r B = r B such that D m I1 2 1 2 1
. ..  . ..  .y B m I y B s D m I y B m I y B and m I y B m I y1 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 2
.  . .B s m I y B m I y B ;2 1 1 2 2
 .  . ..  . ..H4 D m I y B l I y B ; D m I y B m I y B ;l g2 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 1
 .r B ;1
 .  . ..  . ..H5 D m I y B l I y B ; D m I y B m I y B ;l g1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 2
 .r B ;2
 .  .  . H6 r B q B contains a real number m ) max 0, v q v cf.1 2 1 2
 ..H1 .
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 .  .With any linear operator B satisfying assumptions of type H1 , H2 we
 .   .  ..can associate the vector spaces D u , p u g 0, 1 , p g 1, q` , inter-B
 .mediate between X and D B , defined by
< <D u , p s x g X : x . u , pB 
1rpq` p1yu . py1 tByv I .[ t B y v I e x dt - q` . 2.34 .  .H 5 /0
 .  .Moreover, we set for any p g 1, q` and u g 0, 1
D 1, p s D B , D 1 q u , p s x g D B : Bx g D u , p . 4 .  .  .  .  .B B B
2.35 .
 .  .We recall that D n q u , p n s 0, 1 is a Banach space when equippedB
with the norm
n
j n5 5 5 5 5 5x s B x q B x , u g 0, 1 , p g 1, q` , n s 0, 1. .  .nqu , p u , p
js0
2.36 .
In order to state our basic results we need to recall the definition of the
s , p . .Sobolev spaces of fractional order W 0, T ; X . They consist of all
p . .functions f g L 0, T ; X for which
1rp
T T py1ys p
s , p< < < <f [ dt t y t f t y f t dt - q`. .  .W 0 , T . ; X . H H1 2 1 2 1 2 /0 0
2.37 .
s , p . .W 0, t ; X turns out to be a Banach space when equipped with the
norm
5 5 s , pf W 0 , T . ; X .
1rpp pys¡ p s , p5 5 < <t f q f if s g 0, 1rp . .L 0 , T . ; X . W 0 , T . ; X .~s
1rpp p¢ p s , p5 5 < <f q f if s g 1rp, 1 . . .L 0 , T . ; X . W 0 , T . ; X .
2.38 .
 .The former norm in the right hand side in 2.38 turns out to be equivalent
to the usual one according to Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 in Section 3.
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We now prove Theorem 2.7, which gives more precise evaluations, as
w xT ª 0 q , of the constants appearing in Theorem 24 in 3 . Such an
estimate will be basic for our identification result.
s , p . .  .  4THEOREM 2.7. Let f g W 0, T ; X with s g 0, 1 _ 1rp . Then
the function F defined by
t  tys.B  tys.B1 2F t s B q B e e f s y f t ds ; t g 0, T .  .  .  .  .H 1 2
0
2.39 .
s , p . .belongs to W 0, T ; X and satisfies the estimates
5 5 s , p < < s , pF F c T f 2.40 .  .W 0 , T . ; X . W 0 , T . ; X .1
the nonnegati¨ e function c being continuous and nondecreasing.1
Proof. Using the notation B s B q B , from the identity1 2
BetB s etB2 B etB1 q etB1 B etB2 2.41 .1 2
and Remark 2.1 we easily derive the estimates
i tB yiÄ5 5B e F M T t ; t g 0, T , i s 0, 1, 2.42 .   .i
Ä  .where the M i s 0, 1 are positive functions depending continuously andi
nondecreasingly on T.
Then from the equation
t sBF t s Be f t y s y f t ds 2.43 .  .  .  .H
0
we derive that the following inequalities hold true:
Xt
sy1r p ysy1r pÄF t F M T s s f t y s y f t ds .  .  .  .H1
0
1rp9 1rp
t t ps p9y1 ys py1ÄF M T s ds s f t y s y f t ds .  .  .H H1  /  /0 0
t py1r p9 s ys py1 1r pÄF s t M T s f t y s y f t ds . 2.44 .  .  .  .H1  /0
 .  .From 2.44 we easily deduce the following estimate, where j s s 1 if
 .  .  .s g 0, 1rp , j s s 0 if s g 1rp, 1 :
yjs .s y1r p9 1yjs ..s Äp s , p5 5 < <t F F s T M T f . 2.45 .  .L 0 , T . ; X . W 0 , T . ; X .1
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Then we consider the identities
t2  t ys.B2F t y F t s Be f s y f t ds .  .  .  .H2 1 2
t1
t1  t ys.B  t ys.B2 1w xq Be y Be f s y f t ds .  .H 1
0
t1  t ys.B2y Be f t y f t ds .  .H 2 1
0
3
[ F t , t , 0 F t - t F T . 2.46 .  . j 1 2 1 2
js1
 .  .From 2.42 and 2.46 we get the inequalities
t2 y1ÄF t , t F M T t y s f s y f t ds .  .  .  .  .H1 1 2 1 2 2
t1
t yt2 1 y1Äs M T s f t y f t y s ds 2.47 .  .  .  .H1 2 2
0
1rp
t p2 y1ys pt y t F t , t dt .  .H 2 1 1 1 2 1 /0
1rpp
t t2 1ys y1 y1ÄF M T t s f t y f t y s ds t dt . .  .  .H H1 1 2 2 1 1 /0 0
2.48 .
 .Applying to 2.46 the first of the two Hardy's inequalities
p
T t T pya y1 y1 yp ya y1t g s s ds t dt F a s g s s ds .  .H H H /0 0 0
;T g 0, q` , a g R 2.49  .q
p
T T T pa y1 y1 yp a y1t g s s ds t dt F a s g s s ds .  .H H H /0 t 0
;T g 0, q` , a g R 2.50  .q
 . 5  .  .5with g s s f t y f t y s , we get2 2
1rp
t p2 y1ys pt y t F t , t dt .  .H 2 1 1 1 2 1 /0
1rp
t2y1 y1ys pÄF M T s s f t y f t y s ds . 2.51 .  .  .  .H1 2 2 /0
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 .Finally, from 2.49 we deduce
1rp
T t p2 y1ys pdt t y t F t , t dt .  .H H2 2 1 1 1 2 1 /0 0
y1r p Ä y1 < <F 2 M T s f . 2.52 .  .s , p , 0 , T1
Then we consider the following inequalities, where we use the first Hardy's
inequality:
T t p2 y1ys pdt t y t F t , t dt .  .H H2 2 1 2 1 2 1
0 0
T t2 y1ys pF dt t y t .H H2 2 1
0 0
p
t1  t ys.B  t yt . A1 2 1w x= Be e y I f s y f t ds dt .  .H 1 1
0
T t2 y1ys ps dt t y t .H H2 2 1
0 0
p
t t yt1 2 1 2  t ysqr . A1= B e dr f s y f t ds dt .  .H H 1 1 /0 0
T Tp y1ys pÄF M T dt t y t .  .H H2 1 2 1
0 t1
p
t t yt1 2 1 y2
= ds r q t y s f s y f t dr dt .  .  .H H 1 1 2 /0 0
T Tp y1ys pÄF M T dt t . H H2 1 2
0 0
p
t t2 1 y2
= dr r q s f t y s y f t ds dt .  .  .H H 1 1 2 /0 0




= r q s f t y s y f t ds dr .  .  .H 1 1 /0




rt t1 1 y2y1qp1ys .= r q r q s f t y s y f t ds dr .  .  .H H H 1 1 / 0 0 r
p
T t1 y2y1qp1ys .q r r q s f t y s y f t ds dr . .  .  .H H 1 1 / 5t 01
2.53 .
 . 5  .Using Hardy's inequalities related to functions g s s f t y s yj 1
 .5 yj  .f t s j s 1, 2 , we easily obtain the inequalities1
p
rT t t1 1 y2y1qp1ys .dt r q r q s f t y s y f t ds dr .  .  .H H H H1 1 1 5 /0 0 0 r
p
rT t1py1 ys y1 y1F 2 dt r f t y s y f t s ds r dr .  .H H H1 1 1 /0 0 0
p
T t t1 11ys y2 y1q dt r f t y s y f t s ds r dr .  .H H H1 1 1 /0 0 r
T T pyppy1 yp y1ys pF 2 s q 1 y s dt f t y s y f t s ds .  .  .H H1 1 1
0 0
yp ppy1 yp
s , p< <F 2 s q 1 y s f . 2.54 .  .W 0 , T . ; X .
Finally, we consider the inequalities
1rpp
T t1 y2y1qp1ys .r r q s f t y s y f t ds dr .  .  .H H 1 1 / 5t 01
t1F f t y s y f t .  .H 1 1
0
1rp
T y2 pq1qs p y1ys py1qp1ys .= r r q s r q s dr ds .  .H 5
t1
1rp
t T1 y1r pys ypF s f t y s y f t r dr ds .  .H H1 1  5
0 t1
t1y1rp y1q1r p y1r pysF p y 1 t s f t y s y f t ds. 2.55 .  .  .  .H1 1 1
0
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They imply
p
T T t1 y2y1qp1ys .dt r r q s f t y s y f t ds dr .  .  .H H H1 1 1 /0 t 01
p
T t1y1 ypq1 y1r pysF p y 1 t s f t y s y f t ds dt .  .  .H H1 1 1 1 /0 0
T t p1y1 y1ys pF p y 1 dt s f t y s y f t ds .  .  .H H1 1 1
0 0
y1 p
s , p< <s p y 1 f . 2.56 .  .W 0 , T . ; X .
Consider now the following inequality, where 0 - t F t F T :1 2
F t , t .3 1 2
t B  t yt .B2 2 1 Ä5 5w xs e y e f t y f t F 2 M T f t y f t . .  .  .  .  .2 1 0 2 1
2.57 .
It easily implies the estimate
Äs , p s , p< < < <F F 2 M T f . 2.58 .  .W 0 , T . ; X . W 0 , T . ; X .3 0
 .  .  .In conclusion, from 2.53 , 2.54 , 2.58 we derive the desired estimate
 .2.40 .
 .THEOREM 2.8. Let B: D B ª X be any operator satisfying estimates of
 .  .  .  .type H1 and H2 with M , v replaced by M, v . Then for any f gj j
s , p . .   .  4.  .W 0, T ; X s g 0, 1 _ 1rp and any x g D s q 1rp9, p theB
t B t B  . t Bw  .  .xfunctions t ª Be x, t ª e f t , t ª e f t y f 0 belong to
s , p . .W 0, T ; X and satisfy the estimates
5 tB 5 s , p 5 5Be x F c T x , s g 0, 1rp 2.59 .  .  .W 0 , T . ; X . 2
5 tB 5 s , p 5 5 s , pe f F c T f , s g 0, 1rp 2.60 .  .  .W 0 , T . ; X . W 0 , T . ; X .3
tB
s , p5 5s , pe f y f 0 F c T f , s g 1rp, 1 , .  .  .W 0 , T . ; X . . .W 0, T ; X 4
2.61 .
 .where the c j s 2, 3, 4 are nonnegati¨ e and continuous functions.j
tB s , p . .Moreo¨er, the function e x belongs to W 0, T ; X ; x g X, when
 .  .  .s g 0, 1rp , or ; x g D s y 1rp, p , when s g 1rp, 1 , and it satisfiesB
the estimates
5 tB 5 s , p 5 5e x F c T x , s g 0, 1rp 2.62 .  .  .W 0 , T . ; X . 5
5 tB 5 s , p 5 5e x F c T x , s g 1rp, 1 , 2.63 .  .  .W 0 , T . ; X . D sy1r p , p.6 B
 .where the c j s 5, 6 are nonnegati¨ e and continuous functions.j
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Proof. It is an easy consequence of Theorem 2.1 and of similar results
w xin 3; 7, Theorem 24 .
 .  .THEOREM 2.9. Let B : D B ª X i s 1, 2 be two linear operatorsi i
 .  . s , p . .   .satisfying assumptions H1 , H2 and let f g W 0, T ; X s g 0, 1 _
 4.  .  .1rp . Assume that x g D s q 1rp9, p l D s q 1rp9, p and, whenB B1 2
 .  .  .s g 1rp, 1 , B x g D s y 1rp, p , B x g D s y 1rp, p . Then the1 B 2 B2 1
 . tB1 tB2 tB1 tB2  . tB1 tB2w  .  .xfunctions t ª B q B e e x, t ª e e f t , t ª e e f t y f 01 2
s , p . .belong to W 0, T ; X and satisfy the estimates
tB t B1 2 s , pB q B e e x .  . .W 0, T ; X1 2
5 5 5 5F c T x q x , s g 0, 1rp .  .D sq1r p9 , p. D sq1r p9 , p.7 B B1 2
2.64 .
tB tB1 2 s , pB q B e e x .  . .W 0, T ; X1 2
5 5 5 5 5 5F c T x q x q B x . D sq1r p9 , p. D sq1r p9 , p. D sy1r p , p.8 1B B B1 2 2
5 5q B x , s g 1rp, 1 2.65 .  .D sy1r p , p.2 B1
5 t B1 tB2 5 s , p 5 5 s , pe e f F c T f , s g 0, 1rp 2.66 .  .  .W 0 , T . ; X . W 0 , T . ; X .9
tB tB1 2 s , p5 5s , pe e f y f 0 F c T f , .  . W 0 , T . ; X . . .W 0, T ; X 10
s g 1rp, 1 . 2.67 .  .
 . t B1 t B 2Moreo¨er , when s g 1rp, 1 the function e e x belongs to
s , p . .  .  .W 0, T ; X for any x g D s y 1rp, p l D s y 1rp, p and satis-B B1 2
fies the estimate
tB tB1 2 s , p5 5 5 5 5 5e e x F c T x q x , .W 0 , T . ; X . D sy1r p , p. D sy1r p , p.11 B B1 2
s g 1rp, 1 , 2.68 .  .
 .where the c j s 7, . . . , 11 are nonnegati¨ e and continuous functions.j
 .Remark 2.3. From definition 2.34 , by standard computations, we can
derive the inclusion
D u , p > D u , p l D u , p . 2.69 .  .  .  .B qB B B1 2 1 2
s , p . .   .  4.Proof of Theorem 2.9. Let f g W 0, T ; X s g 0, 1 _ 1rp .
Then, by virtue of Theorem 2.4 the function etB2 f belongs to
s , p . .  .  .W 0, T ; X when s g 0, 1rp . Likewise, when s g 1rp, 1 , the
tB2w  .  .x s , p . .function t ª e f t y f 0 belongs to W 0, T ; X . Moreover, from
 .  .  .  .estimates 2.60 and 2.61 we obtain 2.66 and 2.67 , respectively.
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 .   ..  .  .  .Estimate 2.64 with s g 0, 1rp is implied by 2.12 , 2.59 , 2.60 and
the inequalities
tB t B1 2 s , pB q B e e x .  . .W 0, T ; X1 2
tB t B tB tB2 1 1 2F e B e x q e B e xs , p s , p .  . . .  . .1 2W 0, T ; X W 0, T ; X
5 t B1 5 s , p 5 tB2 5 s , pF c T B e x q c T B e x .  .W 0 , T . ; X . W 0 , T . ; X .3 1 3 2
F max c T c T , c T c T .  .  .  .2, 1 3, 2 2, 2 3, 1
5 5 5 5= x q x , 2.70 .D sq1r p9 , p. D sq1r p9 , p.B B1 2
 .where the latter subscript j is related to operater B j s 1, 2 .j
 .  .Analogously, when s g 1rp, 1 , 2.65 follows from the inequalities
tB tB1 2 s , pB q B e e x .  . .W 0, T ; X1 2
tB tB tB2 1 2 s , p5 5F e B e x y B x q e B xs , p . W 0 , T . ; X . . .1 1 1W 0, T ; X
tB t B tB1 2 1 s , p5 5q e B e x y B x q e B xs , p . W 0 , T . ; X . . .2 2 2W 0, T ; X
F max c T c T , c T c T .  .  .  .3, 2 4, 1 3, 1 4, 2
5 5 5 5= x q xD sq1r p9 , p. D sq1r p9 , p.B B1 2
5 5 5 5q c T B x q c T B x . 2.71 .  .  .D sy1r p , p. D sy1r p , p.6, 1 1 6, 2 2B B2 1
 .Finally, estimate 2.68 is an easy consequence of the inequality
5 tB1 tB2 5 s , pe e x W 0 , T . ; X .
tB t B tB1 2 1 s , p5 5s , pw xF e e x y x q e x . . W 0 , T . ; X .W 0, T ; X
5 5 5 5F c T c T x q c T x , .  .  .D sy1r p , p. D sy1r p , p.4, 1 6, 2 6, 1B B2 1
s g 1rp, 1 . 2.72 .  .
 .  .THEOREM 2.10. Let operators B and B satisfy assumptions H1 ] H6 .1 2
s , p . .  .Moreo¨er, assume that f g W 0, T ; X , x g D s q 1rp9, p lB1
 .   .  4.  .D s q 1rp9, p s g 0, 1 _ 1rp , and, when s g 1rp, 1 , assume alsoB2
 .  .  .that B x q B x q f 0 g D s y 1rp, p l D s y 1rp, p . Then the1 2 B B2 1
Cauchy problem
u9 t s B q B u t q f t for a.e. t g 0, T 2.73 .  .  .  .  .  .1 2
u 0 s u 2.74 .  .0
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1qs , p . . s , p .  .admits a unique solution u g W 0, T ; X l W 0, T ; D B l1
 ..D B represented by2
t  tys.B  tys.B tB tB1 2 1 2u t s e e f s ds q e e u . 2.75 .  .  .H 0
0
Proof. It follows from the L p general theory of analytic semigroups
 w x.cf. 3 , from the theorems proved in this section, and the basic estimates
 .2.1 .
s , p . .3. EQUIVALENT NORMS IN W 0, T ; X AND BASIC
PROPERTIES FOR CONVOLUTION OPERATORS AND
CONVOLUTION EQUATIONS
First we prove some basic lemmas concerning the properties of func-
s , p . .tions in W 0, T ; X . In particular, we will show that the norm defined
 .  .in 2.38 , when s g 0, 1rp , is equivalent to the usual one.
s , p . .LEMMA 3.1. For any u g W 0, T ; X the function
ty1¨ t [ t u s y u t ds, t g 0, T 3.1 .  .  .  .  .H
0
p . ys p .belongs to L 0, T ; X ; t dt and satisfies the estimates
y1rp9ys y1r p
p s , p5 5 < <t ¨ F 2 p9 1 q s u . 3.2 .  .L 0 , T . ; X . W 0 , T . ; X .
w xProof. It is essentially contained in the proof of Lemma 7 in 3 .
p . ys p .   ..LEMMA 3.2. For any ¨ g L 0, T ; X ; t dt s g 1rp, 1 the func-
tion defined by
t y1w t [ s ¨ s ds, t g 0, T 3.3 .  .  .  .H
0
p . ys p .belongs to L 0, T ; X ; t dt and satisfies the estimate
y1ys ys
p p5 5 5 5t w F s y 1rp t ¨ . 3.4 .  .L 0 , T . ; X . L 0 , T . ; X .
  ..Proof. It is an immediate application of Hardy's inequality cf. 2.49 .
p . ys p .   ..LEMMA 3.3. For any ¨ g L 0, T ; X ; t dt s g 0, 1rp the func-
tion defined by
T y1w t [ s ¨ s ds, t g 0, T 3.5 .  .  .  .H
t
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p . ys p .belongs to L 0, T ; X ; t dt and satisfies the estimate
y1ys ys
p p5 5 5 5t w F ys q 1rp t ¨ . 3.6 .  .L 0 , T . ; X . L 0 , T . ; X .
  ..Proof. It is an immediate application of Hardy's inequality cf. 2.50 ,
 .when ¨ is extended by 0 to T , q` .
s , p . .  .LEMMA 3.4. For all u g W 0, T ; X with u 0 s 0 and s g
 . p . ys p .1rp, 1 , u belongs to L 0, T ; X ; t dt and satisfies
y1rp9ys y1r p
p5 5t u F 2 p9 1 q s .L 0 , T . ; X .
y1
s , p< <= 1 q s y 1rp u . 3.7 .  .W 0 , T . ; X .
1 x .Proof. We observe that for all u g C 0, T ; X the following identity0
holds:
t ty1 y1u t s y¨ t y s ¨ s ds, ¨ t s t u s y u t ds. .  .  .  .  .  .H H
0 0
3.8 .
Whence we deduce the chain of inequalities,
5 ys 5 pt u L 0 , T . ; X .
5 ys 5 p 5 ys 5 pF t ¨ q t wL 0 , T . ; X . L 0 , T . ; X .
y1 ys
p5 5F 1 q s y 1rp t ¨ . L 0 , T . ; X .
y1rp9y1 y1r p
s , p< <F 1 q s y 1rp 2 p9 1 q s u . 3.9 .  .  .W 0 , T . ; X .
 . 1 x .We now prove identity 3.8 for u g C 0, T ; X :0
t y1y¨ t y s ¨ s ds .  .H
0
st t ty1 y2 y1s yt u s ds q u t y s ds u s ds q s u s ds .  .  .  .H H H H
0 0 0 0
tst ty1 y1 y1s yt u s ds q u t q s u s ds y s u s ds .  .  .  .H H H
0 0 00
t y1q s u s ds s u t . 3.10 .  .  .H
0
 . 1 x .We note that estimate 3.9 holds for all u g C 0, T ; X , this space0
s , p . .being dense in W 0, T ; X . The lemma is proved.
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s , p . .  .LEMMA 3.5. For all u g W 0, T ; X and s g 0, 1rp , u belongs to
p . ys p .L 0, T ; X ; t dt and satisfies
5 ys 5 pt u L 0 , T . ; X .
y1 ys
p5 5F 1 y s p T u . L 0 , T . ; X .
y1rp9 y1y1r p9
s , p< <q 2 p9 1 q s 1 q ys q 1rp u . .  . W 0 , T . ; X .
3.11 .
1 . .Proof. We observe that for all u g C 0, T ; X the following identity0
holds:
T Ty1 y1u t s T u s ds y ¨ t y w t , w t s s ¨ s ds 3.12 .  .  .  .  .  .  .H H
0 t
 .and ¨ is defined in 3.8 . Whence we deduce the chain of inequalities,
Ty1ys ysy1r p9
p5 5t u F 1 y s p T u s ds .  .L 0 , T . ; X . H
0
5 ys 5 p 5 ys 5 pq t ¨ q t w . 3.13 .L 0 , T . ; X . L 0 , T . ; X .
 .  .From 3.13 and Lemma 3.4 we easily deduce estimate 3.7
 . 1 . .We now prove identity 3.12 for u g C 0, T ; X :0
T y1y¨ t q s ¨ s ds .  .H
t
st Ty1 y2 y1s yt u s ds q u t q s ds u s ds q s u s ds .  .  .  .H H H 5
0 t 0
Tsty1 y1s yt u s ds q u t y s u s ds .  .  .H H
0 0 t
Ty1s u t y T u s ds . 3.14 .  .  .H
0
 . 1 . .Finally, we note that estimate 3.11 holds for all u g C 0, T ; X , this0
s , p . .space being dense in W 0, T ; X . The lemma is proved.
Remark 3.1. If the integral mean value of u vanishes, then u satisfies
the estimate
5 ys 5 pt u L 0 , T . ; X .
y1rp9 y1y1r p9
s , p< <F 2 p9 1 q s 1 q ys q 1rp u . .  . W 0 , T . ; X .
3.15 .
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 .  .COROLLARY 3.1. When s g 0, 1rp the norm defined in 2.38 and the
s , p . .usual one are equi¨ alent in W 0, T ; X .
 .Remark 3.2. When s g 0, 1rp and u is a constant different from 0, it
is immediate to derive the equality
1rpp pys
p s , p5 5 < <t u q uL 0 , T . ; X . W 0 , T . ; X .
1rpy1 p pys
p s , p5 5 < <s 1 y s p T u q u . 3.16 .  .L 0 , T . ; X . W 0 , T . ; X .
 .We observe that the constant in 3.16 tends to q` when T ª 0 q .
Consequently, the two norms behave in a different way as T ª 0 q .
 .Therefore we cannot replace the former norm in 3.16 by the latter in
Theorems 2.7]2.9 and get ``good'' constants as T ª 0 q .
We now state some basic properties of the convolution operator z ª
 .   .  ..H) z. For this purpose we recall that L X l L D B l D B is a1 2
 .Banach algebra with respect to the usual products of linear operators.
 .   .THEOREM 3.1. Let K be a closed subalgebra of L X l L D B l1
 ..D B with respect to the topology induced by the natural norm. Let K and z2
1 . . s , p . .   .be two functions belonging to L 0, T ; K and W 0, T ; X s g 0, 1
 4  ..  ._ 1rp , p g 1, ` , respecti¨ ely. When s g 1rp, 1 assume further that
1ys p . . s , p . .t K g L 0, T ; K . Then K ) z g W 0, T ; X and the following
 xestimates hold for any t g 0, T :
yjs .s
pt K ) z .  . .L 0, t ; X
1rp
t1r p9 pyjs .s1 p5 5 5 5F K K s t z ds .L 0 , t . ; K . H L 0 , tys. ; X .K /0
5 5 1 5 yjs .s 5 pF K t z ,L 0 , t . ; K . L 0 , t . ; X .
j s s 1 if s g 0, 1rp ; j s s 0 if s g 1rp, 1 3.17 .  .  .  .  .
< < s , pK ) z W 0 , t . ; X .
1rp
t1r p9 p
1 s , p5 5 5 5F c s , p K K s z ds .  .L 0 , t . ; K . H W 0 , tys. ; X .K12  /0
5 5 1 5 5 s , pF c s , p K z when s g 0, 1rp .  .L 0 , t . ; K . W 0 , t . ; X .12
3.18 .
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5 5 s , pK ) z W 0 , t . ; X .
1rp
t1r p9 p
1 s , p5 5 5 5F c s , p K K s z ds .  .L 0 , t . ; K . H W 0 , tys. ; X .K12  /0
1ys
p5 5q t K z 0 .L 0 , t . ; K .
5 5 1 5 5 s , pF c s , p K z . L 0 , t . ; K . W 0 , t . ; X .12
1ys
p5 5qc s , p t K z 0 when s g 1rp, 1 . .  .  .L 0 , t . ; K .12
3.19 .
w xProof. See the proof of Lemma 2.4 in 7 .
s , p . .Remark 3.3. Theorem 3.1 still holds when W 0, T ; X is replaced
s , p . .by W 0, T ; K .
 s , p . ..LEMMA 3.6. Let L g L W 0, T ; X be a linear operator satisfying
1rr
t r
s , p s , p5 5 5 5Lz F c z ds 3.20 .W 0 , t . ; X . H W 0 , s. ; X . /0
s , p . .  x  .for any z g W 0, T ; X , any t g 0, T and some c g R , r g 1, q` .q
Then the mth iteration of L satisfies the following estimate ;z g
s , p . .  xW 0, T ; X , ; t g 0, T :
my 1 1rrc t my 1 rm
s , p s , p5 5 5 5L z F c t y s z ds . .W 0 , t . ; X . H W 0 , s. ; X .1rr  /0m y 1 ! .
3.21 .
Proof. First we observe that the estimate for m s 1 holds true. By
induction on m we can deduce
5 mq 1 5 s , pL z W 0 , t . ; X .
1rr
t rm
s p5 5F c L z dsH W 0 , s. ; X . /0
my 1 1rrsc t my 1 r2
s , p5 5F c ds s y h z dh .H H W 0 , h . ; X .1rr  /0 0m y 1 ! .
m 1rrc t m r
s , p5 5s c t y h z dh . 3.22 .  .H W 0 , h . ; X .1rr  /0m! .
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COROLLARY 3.2. Let the hypotheses in Lemma 3.6 be satisfied. Then the
s , p . .  xfollowing estimate holds ;z g W 0, T ; X , ; t g 0, T , ;m g N:
m1r rct .
m
s , p s , p5 5 5 5L z F c z . 3.23 .W 0 , t . ; X . W 0 , t . ; X .1rrm! .
Proof. It easily follows from Lemma 3.6.
q . .  .THEOREM 3.2. Let H g L 0, t ; K 1 - q F ` , where K is a closed
 .   .  .. p . .subalgebra of L X l L D B l D B , and let f g L 0, T ; X1 2
 .1 F p F ` . Then the solution u of the integral equation
u t q H)u t s f t for a.e. t g 0, T 3.24 .  .  .  .  .
p . .belongs to L 0, T ; X and can be represented by
u t s K ) f t q f t afor a.e. t g 0, T , 3.25 .  .  .  .  .
q . .  .where K g L 0, t ; K 1 - q F ` and H and K are related by
K t q H t q K ) H t s 0 for a.e. t g 0, T . 3.26 .  .  .  .  .
w x s , pProof. Compare Lemma 1.1 in 8 , where Y has to be replaced
by K.
u , q . .   .  4.THEOREM 3.3. If H g W 0, T ; K 1 - q F `, u g 0, 1 _ 1rq
 . u , q . .the solution K of the integral equation 3.26 belongs to W 0, T ; K .
Proof. The assertion is an easy consequence of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2.
 .THEOREM 3.4. The solution K to the integral equation 3.3 continuously
q . . u , q . .depends on H with respect to the norms in L 0, T ; K and W 0, T ; K .
Proof. The assertion is an easy consequence of Theorems 3.1, 3.2, 3.3,
and the following equation
K y K q H ) K y K s yH q H y H y H ) K . 3.27 .  .  .2 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 1
4. BASIC ASSUMPTIONS AND MAIN RESULTS
We assume that the following conditions hold:
 .   ..   .   ..H7 F g L X ; L X l L D B ; L D B ;1 1
 . w x w x  .H8 B F u s F B u ;u g D B ;1 1 1
 . w x w xH9 HF u s F Hu ;u g X, ;H g K;
 .   ..H10 H g L D B and B H s HB ;H g K;1 2 2
 .  .H11 F B u q B u y mu is invertible in K for some m )1 0 2 0 0
 .  . w max 0, v q v and its inverse operator L u [ F B u q B u y1 2 0 1 0 2 0
.xy1mu belongs to K.0
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 . We recall that m is the real number appearing in assumption H6 cf.
.  .   .Section 2 , while K denotes a closed subalgebra in L X l L D B l1
 ..D B .2
Before stating our main result we list our assumptions on the data
f g W s , p 0, T ; D B l D B l W 1qs , p 0, T ; D B 4.1 .  .  .  .  .  . .  .0 1 2 0 2
u g D B l D B l D B q B B , u satisfies H11 4.2 .  .  .  .  . .0 1 2 1 2 2 0
G g W 2qs , p 0, T ; L X l W 1qs , p 0, T ; D B 4.3 .  .  .  .  . .  .0 0 1
w g D s q 1rp9, p l D s q 1rp9, p 4.4 .  .  .0 B B1 2
w g D s y 1rp, p l D s y 1rp, p if s g 1rp, 1 , 4.5 .  .  .  .1 B B1 2
where T is a fixed positive number and0
w [ B y mI B q B y mI u q f 0 4.6 .  .  .  .0 2 1 2 0
w [ B q B y mI B y mI B q B y mI u q f 0 .  .  .  .1 1 2 2 1 2 0
q B y mI f 9 0 .  .2
y F B y mI B q B y mI u q f 0 .  .  .  .2 1 2 0
yG0 0 q B G9 0 q F f 9 0 L u .  .  .  .41 0
= B y mI B q B y mI u . 4.7 .  .  .2 1 2 0
Finally, we list also the consistency conditions related to our problem
w xF u s G 0 4.8 .  .0
B q B y mI G 0 q F B u q f 0 s G9 0 . 4.9 .  .  .  .  .1 2 2 0
 .  .We now denote by G and G m m g R , respectively, the space of ourq
admissible data and its subset defined by
y1
G m s f , G, u g G : F B u q B u y mu F m . .  .  . 50 1 0 2 0 0 K
4.10 .
Further, as far as unknowns are concerned, we introduce the following
w .Banach spaces, where s g 1, q` :
s , p s , pU B , B q B s W 0, T ; D B .  .  . .2 1 2 2
sy1, plW 0, T ; D B q B y mI B y mI . 4.11 .  .  .  . . 1 2 2
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 .  .THEOREM 4.1. Let f , G, u g G for some T ) 0, p g 1, q` and let0 0
 .  4  xs g 0, 1 _ 1rp . Then there exists T* g 0, T such that for any T g0
 x  .  .  .0, T * problem 1.7 ] 1.9 admits a unique solution u, H g
2qs , p . s , p . .U B , B q B = W 0, T ; K .2 1 2
 x  .THEOREM 4.2. For any m ) 0 and T g 0, T* the map f , G, u ª0
 .  .  .  .u, H , where u, H is the unique solution to problem 1.7 ] 1.9 , is bounded
 .i.e., maps bounded sets into bounded sets and is Lipschitz continuous from
 . 2qs , p . s , p . .G m into U B , B q B = W 0, T ; K .2 1 2
We recall that the proofs of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 will be given in the
second part of this paper to appear in this journal.
5. EQUIVALENT PROBLEMS
 .In this section we assume that the pair u, H is a solution to problem
 .  . 2qs , p . s , p . .1.7 ] 1.9 belonging to the space U B , B q B = W 0, T ; K2 1 2
  ..  .  .cf. 4.11 . We now transform problem 1.7 ] 1.9 into an equivalent one
consisting of two nonlinear Volterra integral equations of the second kind.
 .  .For this purpose first we solve Eq. 1.7 for B q B u, taking advantage1 2
of Theorem 3.2. Explicitly, we get
t
Bu t s u9 t y f t q K t y s u9 s y f s ds. 5.1 .  .  .  .  .  .  .H
0
s , p . .We note that K belongs to W 0, T ; K by virtue of Theorem 3.3.
 .Then we introduce the following functions, where m ) max 0, v q v :1 2
u t s exp ytm u t , f t s exp ytm f t 5.2 .  .  .  .  .  .  .
K t s exp ytm K t , G t s exp ytm G t . 5.3 .  .  .  .  .  .  .
 .  .We observe that the pair u, K enjoys the same properties as u, K and
solves the problem
u9 t q A q A u t .  .  .1 2
t
s f t q K t y s yu9 s y mu s q f s ds 5.4 .  .  .  .  .  .H
0
u 0 s u 5.5 .  .0
w xF u t s G t , t g 0, T , 5.6 .  .  . .
where
B q B y mI [ A q A . 5.7 .  .1 2 1 2
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 .Differentiating 5.4 with respect to time, and introducing the new un-
known
t
¨ t [ u9 t m u t s u q ¨ s ds 5.8 .  .  .  .  .H0
0
1qs , p .  .then ¨ g U B , B q B and the pair ¨ , K solves the problem2 1 2
¨ 9 t y A q A ¨ t s f 9 t y K t A q A u .  .  .  .  .  .1 2 1 2 0
t
q K t y s f 9 s y ¨ 9 s y m¨ s ds .  .  .  .H
0
5.9 .
¨ 0 s A q A u q f 0 5.10 .  .  .  .1 2 0
F ¨ t s G9 t . 5.11 .  .  . .
1qs , p s , p .  .  . .Conversely, assume that ¨ , K g U B , B q B = W 0, T ; K2 1 2
 .  .  .is a solution to problem 5.7 ] 5.9 . Taking consistency conditions 4.8 ,
 .  .4.9 into account, it is easy to check that the pair u, K , u being defined
 .  .  .in 5.6 , solved problem 5.4 ] 5.6 .
In the sequel, for the sake of simplicity, we will omit the bars on f , G, K.
 .Applying now the linear operator F to both members in 5.9 and using
 .  .  .assumptions H7 ] H11 and Lemma 5.1 reported below , we easily derive
the equation
K t s F f 9 t q A G9 t y G0 t .  .  .  . . 1
t
y K t y s G0 s q mG9 s ds .  .  .H
0
t
qF A ¨ t q K t y s F f 9 s ds L u . 5.12 .  .  .  .  . . . H2 0/0
LEMMA 5.1. K commutes with F.




K s y y1 H) H . 5.13 .  .  .
ns0
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 . 1q s , p  .Conversely, assume that ¨ , K g U B , B q B =2 1 2
s , p . .  .  .  .W 0, T ; K is a solution to problem 5.9 , 5.10 , 5.12 . If we apply
 .  .operator F to both members in 5.9 and take 5.12 into account, we
easily derive the following homogeneous problem for the function c s
 .F ¨ y G9.
t
c 9 t y A c t y K t y s c 9 s q mc s ds s 0 5.14 .  .  .  .  .  .H1
0
c 0 s 0. 5.15 .  .
By virtue of the following Lemma 5.2, whose proof is postponed to the end
 .of this section, we can conclude that c s 0. This implies that ¨ , K solves
 .  .  .also problem 5.9 , 5.10 , 5.12 .
q . . 5 5 qLEMMA 5.2. Let K g L 0, T ; K such that K F m . IfL 0, T .; K . 1
s , p . .  .  .c g W 0, T ; X sol¨ es problem 5.14 , 5.15 , then c s 0.
1qs , p .Then we introduce the auxiliary functions w g U I, B and z g
s , p . .W 0, T ; X defined by
w t [ A ¨ t , z t [ w9 t 5.16 .  .  .  .  .2
We observe that
t
w t s w q z s ds, 5.17 .  .  .H0
0
where
w s A A q A u q f 0 . 5.18 .  .  .0 2 1 2 0
 .Consequently, 5.12 becomes
t
K t s K t y s F f 9 s y mG9 s y G0 s ds .  .  .  .  . .H 0
t
q F z s ds q F w y G0 t .  .  . .H 0
0
qA G9 t q F f 9 t L u . 5.19 .  .  .  . .1 0/
 . s , p . . wRemark 5.1. When s g 1rp, 1 K g W 0, T ; K is continuous 3,
x  .Appendix, Lemma 6 . Moreover, the value K 0 depends on the data only
and is given by
K 0 [ F w y G0 0 q A G9 0 q F f 9 0 L u . 5.20 .  .  .  .  .  .  . .0 0 1 0
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s , p . . sy1r pw x . In fact, owing to the imbedding W 0, T ; K ¨ C 0, T ; K cf.
w x.9, Corollary 26 , we easily conclude that the convolution K ) g g
sy1r pw x . p . .  .C 0, T ; X for any g g L 0, T ; X . In particular, K ) g t ª 0 in
X as t ª 0 q .
 .We now apply operator A to both members in 5.9 . From Lemma 3.22
 .  .and 5.16 , 5.18 we get
w9 t y A q A w t .  .  .1 2
s yK t A A q A u q A f 9 t .  .  .2 1 2 0 2
t
q K t y s A f 9 s y w9 s y mw s ds 5.21 .  .  .  .  .H 2
0
w 0 s w . 5.22 .  .0
 . 1qs , p .Conversely, assume that w, K belongs to U B , B q B =2 1 2
s , p . .  .  .  .W 0, T ; K and solves problem 5.17 , 5.18 , 5.12 . Since operator A2
 .  .  .is invertible according to definition 5.7 and assumptions H1 , H6 , it is
 .  y1 . 1qs , peasy to check that the pair ¨ , K s A w, K belongs to U B ,2 2
. s , p . .  .  .  .B q B = W 0, T ; K and solves problem 5.9 , 5.10 , 5.12 .1 2
 .  .By virtue of Theorem 2.10 we deduce that problem 5.21 , 5.22 is
equivalent to the Volterra integral equation of the second kind
tt A t A  tys. A  tys. A1 2 1 2w t s e e w q e e ds . H0
0
s
= K s y s A f 9 s y w9 s y mw s ds .  .  .  .H 2
0
t t tys. A  tys. A  tys. A  tys. A1 2 1 2y e e K s A Bu dsq e e A f 9 s ds. .  .H H2 0 2
0 0
5.23 .
 .  w x.Differentiating 5.23 with respect to t, using the formula see 3
t  tys. A  tys. A1 2D e e f s ds .Ht
0
t  tys. A  tys. A t A t A1 2 1 2s A q A e e f s y f t ds q e e f t , .  .  .  .H 1 2
0
5.24 .
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 .  . t A  . and replacing 5.16 , 5.17 , and function K in the term e K t A A q2 1
.  .A u by the right-hand side in 5.12 , we get the equation for z:2 0
z t s A q A et A1 et A2 w .  .1 2 0
t  tys. A  tys. A1 2q A q A e e A f 9 s y f 9 t ds .  .  .H 1 2 2
0
tt A t A  tys. A  tys. A1 2 1 2qe e A f 9 t q A q A e e .  .H2 1 2
0
s
= K s y s A f 9 s y z s y m w q 1) z s ds .  .  .  .H 2 0
0
t
y K t y s A f 9 s y z s y m w q 1) z s ds ds .  .  .  .H 2 0 5
0
tt A t A1 2qe e K t y s A f 9 s y z s .  .  .H 2
0
t  tys. A  tys. A1 2ym w q 1) z s ds y A q A e e .  .H0 1 2
0
t A t A1 2= K s y K t A A q A u ds y e e .  .  .2 1 2 0
t
= K t y s F f 9 s y G0 s y mG9 s ds .  .  .  . .H
0
t
q F z s ds . .H
0
q F w y G0 t q A G9 t q F f 9 t .  .  .  . .0 1 5
=L u A A q A u . 5.25 .  .  .0 2 1 2 0
 . s , p . . s , p . .Conversely, assume that z, K g W 0, T ; X = W 0, T ; K
 .  .  .solves problem 5.24 , 5.25 , 5.12 . Then the function w defined by
t
w t s w q z s ds 5.26 .  .  .H0
0
1qs , p . . s , p .  .  ..belongs to W 0, T ; X l W 0, T ; D B l D B . Moreover,1 2
 .  .  .the pair w, K solves problem 5.23 , 5.12 .
Finally, we introduce the notation
E t [ F f 9 t y G0 t y mG9 t 5.27 .  .  .  .  . .
K t [ F w y G0 t q A G9 t q F f 9 t L u 5.28 .  .  .  .  .  .  . .0 0 1 0
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z t [ A q A et A1 et A2 w .  .0 1 2 0
t  tys. A  tys. A1 2q A q A e e A f 9 s y f 9 t ds .  .  .H 1 2 2
0
q et A1 et A2 A f 9 t y et A1 et A2 K t A q A A u 5.29 .  .  .  .2 0 1 2 2 0
t  tys. A  tys. A1 2c z , K [ y A q A e e .  .H1 1 2
0
s t




t  tys. A  tys. A1 2[y A q A e e K s y K t ds A q A A u .  .  .  .H 1 2 1 2 2 0
0
5.31 .
tt A t A1 2c z , K [ e e K t y s z s dsL u 5.32 .  .  .  .  .H3 0
0
tt A t A1 2c z [ ye e F z s A q A A u dsL u 5.33 .  .  .  .  . .H4 1 2 2 0 0
0
t
c K [ K t y s E s dsL u . 5.34 .  .  .  .  .H5 0
0
 .  .  .  .Using notation 5.27 ] 5.34 , problem 5.25 , 5.12 can be rewritten as the
 .following operator fixed-point system: determine a pair z, K g
s , p . . s , p . .W 0, T ; X = W 0, T ; K such that
z s S z , K .1
[ z t q c z , K y c A f 9, K q c K .  .  .  .0 1 1 2 2
q c A f 9, K y c EA A q A u , K q c z , K q c z .  .  .  . .3 2 3 2 1 2 0 3 4
q mc w q 1) z , K q mc w q 1) z , K 5.35 .  .  .1 0 3 0
K s S z , K [ K q F 1) z L u q c K . 5.36 .  .  .  .  .2 0 0 5
 .  .Summing up, we have shown that our identification problem 1.7 ] 1.9 is
equivalent, in the functional spaces pointed out, to the fixed point problem
 .  .5.35 , 5.36 .
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Proof of Lemma 5.2. Since A is the generator of an analytic semi-1
 .  .group, we can transform problem 5.14 , 5.15 into the following integrod-
ifferential equation
st  tys. A1 w xv t s e ds K s y s c 9 s q mc s ds , t g 0, T . .  .  .  .H H
0 0
5.37 .
 .Then, differentiating both members in 5.37 with respect to time and
setting
f t s c 9 t m c t s 1)f t 5.38 .  .  .  .  .
we obtain the integral inequality
st  tys. A1f t s A e ds K s y s f s q m1)f s ds .  .  .  .H H1
0 0
t
y K t y s f s q m1)f s ds .  .  .H
0
tt A1 w xqe K t y s f s q m1)f s ds , t g 0, T . .  .  .H
0
5.39 .
 .  .First we consider the case s g 0, 1rp . From 5.39 and Theorems 2.7
 .  .with B s 0 , 2.8 with B s B , and 3.1 we get the inequalities2 1
5 5 s , pf W 0 , t . ; X .
5 5 s , pF c T K )f q m1) K )f . W 0 , t . ; X .13
s , p< < 5 5F c T c s , p q m T K )f .  . W 0 , t . ; X .13 12
1rp
t1r p9 p
1 s , p5 5 5 5F c T K K s f ds .  .L 0 , t . ; K . H W 0 , tys. ; X .K14  /0
 .1r p p9
t2 p p91r p9.
p s , p5 5 5 5F c T T K f ds . 5.40 .  .L 0 , t . ; K . H W 0 , tys. ; X .14  /0
If we set
5 5 p p9s , pp t s f 5.41 .  .W 0 , t . ; X .
1r p9.2 5 5 pc T [ c T T K 5.42 .  .  .L 0 , T . ; K .15 14
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 .we can rewrite inequality 5.40 in the simpler form
tp p9
p t F c T p h dh . 5.43 .  .  .  .H15
0
 . w xHence, from Gronwall's inequality we get p t s 0 ; t g 0, T , which, in
 . w xturn, implies c t s 0 ; t g 0, T .
 . w x We now consider the case s g 1rp, 1 . Set n s s p the integer part
.  .of s p and assume to have shown that the solution f to Eq. 5.39
s , p . .  . .vanishes when f g W 0, T ; X and s g j y 1 rp, jrp for some
 4   . . s , p . .j g 1, . . . , n . Assume now s g jrp, j q 1 rp . Since W 0, T ; X
sy1r p, p . .  .¨ W 0, T ; X and f s 0 when s g 0, 1rp , by recursion we can
 .   4.conclude that f s 0 for any s g 1rp, 1 , s / jrp j g 1, . . . , n . The
  4.exceptional cases s s jrp j g 2, . . . , n are immediately implied by the
jr p, p 2 jy1.r2 p., p . .  . .imbeddings W 0, T ; X ¨ W 0, T ; X .
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